2006 saab 9-3 convertible

I bought this car used a year ago and it has been great fun. Sporty and luxurious with lots of
convenience features. A solid performer the v6 turbo packs a nice punch and the 6 speed
automatic shifts better and quicker than I could, so I never feel required to use the paddle
shifters. The variable valve timing really opens up the motor under full throttle as it lets out a
ferocious scream. Yet quiet and extremely smooth in typical driving. And Saab stands behind
the product, they did a free major repair for me even though the car was 5, miles past the
warranty period! Massey Saab of Orlando is the best. We bought our 93 2. The car is solid, the
doors are heavy, outside noise is minimal and the road noise is less than our Volvo S The stick
shift is smooth and the steering tracks very tight with minimal lean in the turns. The top is a
marvel to watch and is water tight while driving. The trunk space is flexible so if you need more
space put up the top. I am 6'2" and I can fit in the back seat fine. The seats are more comfortable
than our previous Mercedes. I think that people who are looking for a great sports car with great
gas mileage and reliability should get this car. It's hands down the best car I have ever driven
and I love every second I get behind the wheel of this car. This car will give you everything
you're looking for in a sports car from its handling, performance, and reliability. I find this car so
much fun to drive not matter what the weather. It drives great in the snow and handles those
mountain roads in the summer. I love the sharp looks and attractive interior. I know that saabs
can experience some problems but I never drove a more enjoyable car. The acceleration and
braking are superb and so is the c. The radio doesn't sound as well. If you buy Saab,get a
warranty for peace of mind Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the View
Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars
2 stars 1 star. Items per page:. Write a review See all s for sale. Sponsored cars related to the
Sign Up. Roomy and fun to drive, the Saab is a solid buy among entry-level luxury cars. Just
don't expect the razor-sharp reflexes and highly refined interiors of its German and Japanese
competitors. The is one of a long line of small sedans and coupes from Saab. Although Saab
has sold cars in the U. Sales grew throughout the '80s, as the 's unusual styling and turbo
power plants made it an offbeat alternative to the typically staid offerings from Germany. The
original enjoyed a long production run of nearly 15 years until it was finally replaced by an
all-new version in For the model year, the became the Saab Along with the name change came
upgrades to the suspension, steering and interior furnishings, as well as a minor exterior
freshening. This was also the year that GM took full ownership of the company. Minor
enhancements over the next several years kept the Saab fresh, but stiff competition in the
entry-luxury segment called for an all-new design. The sedan got a roof-to-rubber makeover in ,
and the convertible followed suit in For , a wagon called the SportCombi joins the ranks. Even
though Saab's signature hatchback body style is gone, the is still easily identifiable as a Saab
car because of its familiar body lines to its aircraft-inspired cockpit. The tradition continues
under the hood where the relies on two turbocharged engines for motivation. There's a base 2.
Power is sent through the front wheels, but improved steering system design all but erases the
torque steer that plagued previous models. When compared to the competition, the Saab stacks
up favorably as one of the better-handling front-wheel-drive cars on the market. With the arrival
of the SportCombi this year, the 's agile handling characteristics may now be enjoyed in a
practical sedan, a utility-packed wagon, or a top-down weekend cruiser. The brakes on all three
are powerful, and the steering is quick and responsive in the turns. The base turbo feels more
powerful than its horsepower rating would suggest, and the 2. On the inside, the Saab offers a
modern-looking design and plenty of high-tech features, including a rollover protection system
in the convertible. There's no doubt that the new turbo V6 provides a welcome boost to the
range, which was previously at a bit of a disadvantage against German and Japanese
competitors. Whichever body style you choose, the Saab is a distinctive alternative, with
enough performance, style and practicality to keep all the smart money from leaning toward a 3
Series and A4. The Saab is available in sedan, wagon called the SportCombi and convertible
body styles, all of which come in 2. The 2. The sporty Aero model adds bolstered sport seats,
chrome instrument surrounds and interior trim, a lower body kit, a lowered sport suspension, a
watt stereo and inch alloy wheels. Convertibles come with a fully automatic power top. Two
engines are available on the Saab Standard on 2. Aero models get a 2. All 2. A five-speed
automatic with manual-shift capability is optional on 2. The Saab features active head restraints
and seat-mounted side torso airbags. The sedan and SportCombi wagon come with full-length
side curtain airbags, while convertibles get a rollover protection system that integrates pop-up
roll bars, reinforced A-pillars and the front seatbelt pre-tensioners. Four-wheel antilock disc
brakes, Electronic Brakeforce Distribution and traction and stability control are standard on all
models. The Saab is one of the better-handling front-drive cars on the road. A stiff chassis
translates into a car that's easy to place in the corners and satisfyingly precise on the highway.
Still, we wish the sporty Aero model felt a little sharper when driven aggressively on twisty

roads. Both engines deliver a strong pull throughout their power band. The V6 is especially
impressive, though it does suffer from turbo lag at low rpm. The automatics downshift quickly
but can be slow on upshifts, while the manual transmissions shift just fine but tend to feel
rubbery through the gates. Some climate and stereo controls can be difficult to operate, but a
standard "profiler" system allows drivers to program a host of individual settings that can be
recalled at the press of a button. The sedan and the wagon are sufficiently roomy, but legroom
can be tight for adults seated in the back of the convertible. The Saab can carry more than most
cars in its class; it offers 15 cubic feet of trunk space in the sedan and The wagon offers
Whether talking to loyalists who are angry about the "Saabaru" X or the Trailblazer-based X , or
critics who think the whole brand should be scrapped given GM's current financial woes â€”
there's plenty of angst surrounding the marque. Drop the top of a Saab Aero convertible and the
controversy ends. Through the ups and downs of the automaker's recent past stood the
convertible, first the then the While GM slashes prices on virtually every one of its products, the
Saab convertible keeps winning conquest buyers, capturing the imagination of people who
wouldn't otherwise walk into a Saab dealership. This year Saab marks the 20th anniversary of
its ragtop by bestowing the Aero convertible with a few minor refreshments and a new, more
powerful turbo V6. Special anniversary edition To mark the occasion, GM is putting out a small
number of a special 20th-anniversary-edition Aero convertible, distinguished by its
limited-edition Electric Blue Metallic paint and commemorative markings. Power to the people
The star of the show is the Aero's new 2. According to Saab, this little beauty gets you up to 60
in less than 7 seconds zero to 62 mph is measured at 6. A similar engine is available in the
sedan and SportCombi wagon, powering what Saab claims are the quickest production cars it
has ever made. The low-end availability of torque shines on the convertible, getting you jumping
on any grade, including the gorgeous but trying hills of Santa Barbara, California, the site of our
test-drive. Saab claims 90 percent of maximum torque is achieved at 1, rpm, a low number for
most engines out there made somewhat more impressive given the need for the turbo to kick in
virtually lag-free to achieve this mark. There's still a six-speed manual transmission that comes
standard, but our sample was fitted with the optional six-speed automatic, complete with
manual sport-shifting mode. With six gears to choose from, the car was always present with
power when you needed it as the hill creeps steeper, the curve ends or the merge lane narrows.
Performance was predictably smooth and quiet as well. The complete experience While there
isn't much new on the convertible, handling, appearance, entertainment and comfort all remain
just as strong or stronger than in previous models. And considering how much pressure Saab
is under to remove cost from its products, that's actually a high compliment. What makes the
Saab such an enjoyable vehicle is the ease of its use. The chassis is stiff. There's power to
spare. The styling is simple and inoffensive. While you could find a faster, more luxurious or
better-looking ride, the Saab offers a generous helping in all major categories, making it a smart
choice for those looking to break away from the pack. Perhaps most impressive is the ride in
the rear-passenger seats. Typically, automakers toss a couple seats behind the front row as
little more than a joke to either lower your insurance rate or create some space for your golf
bag. In the Saab, however, these spaces are big enough to be usable seats where passengers
can comfortably enjoy the panoramic views of the highway in relative comfort. Another surprise
is the performance and design of the automatic soft top, which feels more like a hardtop when
raised. The inside gives the appearance of a normal sedan cabin and dampens out virtually all
expected road or car noise â€” a significant advantage over other soft tops. Disappearing
character? One of the perks of the convertible, which is assembled in Austria, is that it remains
a quirky Saab for reasons beyond the ignition on the floor or the grid-style air vents. It's got a
wacky cupholder that pops out of the front dash. Its interior design is still decidedly minimalist,
as the Swedes often prefer. But just as we alluded to before, the day is coming where GM will go
too far. The little things are already starting to disappear as the GM-supplied stereos, key fobs
and the GM badge itself work their way into the mix. For the time being, however, the Saab
convertible remains a profit center and a fun one at that. So after 20 years, it remains a unique
product unlike any other. And these days, that's high praise. The Used Saab Convertible is
offered in the following styles: 2. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars.
Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you
make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the
type of used car you're interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive
database to find cheap used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified a used or CPO
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Saab Convertible. Is it better to lease or buy a
car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off

the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Check out Saab lease specials Check out Saab lease
specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. Suspension should be stiffer on Aero models, ride can be harsh over
bumps, interiors lack upscale look and feel, V6's turbo lag. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP
Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the for sale near you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop
alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. A
new wagon body style called the SportCombi has been added to the Saab lineup for
Additionally, Aero models get a new, more powerful turbocharged V6, which packs horsepower
and pound-feet of torque. Linear and Arc trims have been merged into a single base 2. Finally,
all s now come with body-colored door handles. Read more. Write a review See all reviews.
Never had a problem with this car. I would buy another in an instant if they still made them! I
bought this car used a year ago and it has been great fun. Sporty and luxurious with lots of
convenience features. A solid performer the v6 turbo packs a nice punch and the 6 speed
automatic shifts better and quicker than I could, so I never feel required to use the paddle
shifters. The variable valve timing really opens up the motor under full throttle as it lets out a
ferocious scream. Yet quiet and extremely smooth in typical driving. And Saab stands behind
the product, they did a free major repair for me even though the car was 5, miles past the
warranty period! Massey Saab of Orlando is the best. Read less. We bought our 93 2. The car is
solid, the doors are heavy, outside noise is minimal and the road noise is less than our Volvo S
The stick shift is smooth and the steering tracks very tight with minimal lean in the turns. The
top is a marvel to watch and is water tight while driving. The trunk space is flexible so if you
need more space put up the top. I am 6'2" and I can fit in the back seat fine. The seats are more
comfortable than our previous Mercedes. The Best Car I have Driven. I think that people who are
looking for a great sports car with great gas mileage and reliability should get this car. It's
hands down the best car I have ever driven and I love every second I get behind the wheel of
this car. This car will give you everything you're looking for in a sports car from its handling,
performance, and reliability. See all reviews of the Used Saab Convertible. Write a review. IIHS
Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 1 average
Rating out of 1 reviews. Saab is controversial. Sponsored cars related to the Sign Up. This Aero
is a huge improvement over previous Saab ragtops in every way imaginable. Power from the
turbocharged 2. That car, with a turbo four-banger, needed 7. The torque steer and fairly vicious
wheel fight that plagued older Aeros have been largely dispelled, replaced by a helm that is
pleasingly devoid of driveline vibrations and course deviations at all but full throttle, when
slight corrections are still necessary. But since the turbocharged V-6 engine is so flexible and
responsive in use, excursions to the power peak are seldom likely to occur, and the steering is
mostly calm and accurate. With a body structure that is claimed to be three times stiffer than the
's predecessor, improvements in perceived solidity are significant, with no discernible
windshield or cowl shake and only the slightest steering-column quiver over bad surface
breaks. Much of this is due to a supplementary reinforcement that links the front, rear, and side
structures for better support and crash protection. Rear hoops pop up automatically in the
event of a rollover accident. The softtop is a one-touch, fully automatic mechanism that takes
about 20 seconds to deploy, and it seems a thoroughly developed system in use. All in all, the
Aero strikes an intelligent balance between luxury and high performance. New Cars. Buyer's
Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and
Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of Best Station Wagons of View
Photos. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to
help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this
and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Instrumented
Tests. The Good The premium stereo system and the automatic convertible top are high points
in the Saab 2. The Bad We find the navigation system more a hindrance than a help, and the car
lacks Bluetooth cell phone integration. The backseat isn't meant for people, and its
turbocharged four-cylinder engine gives mediocre acceleration and economy. The Bottom Line
The Saab 2. Driving characteristics are only average, although the car comes with good safety
features. Be respectful, keep it civil and stay on topic. We delete comments that violate our
policy , which we encourage you to read. Discussion threads can be closed at any time at our
discretion. The automatic unfolding of the convertible top is a sight to behold, however, and we
were impressed by the quality of the stereo. The sound system gave us reason to bring an MP3
player on road trips but no more than one friend, as backseat space and trunk room are both
extremely limited. The Saab 2. Mileage figures, both tested by the EPA and based on our
observations, aren't very impressive for an engine of this size, suggesting the turbocharger

burns extra. Accelerating at medium speeds is enjoyable, especially since a gauge on the
instrument cluster shows how hard the turbocharger kicks in. Road handling is heavily
technology-assisted with traction control, a stability program, and antilock brakes, all
contributing to a very safe ride. Only the front seats get air bags and active head restraints,
further suggesting the backseat is just for show. The base price for the Saab 2. Our test car was
optioned with Fusion Blue Metallic paint, Sentronic automatic transmission, front heated seats,
headlamp washers, and a navigation system. The trunk space is limited, even more so with the
top down. The doors contain decent-size map pockets, and the air-conditioned glove box is
large enough to hold a notebook computer. The passenger-side cup holder is a novel piece of
engineering--it pops out of the dash, with plastic pieces unfolding and pivoting in either
direction. Our staff members had differing estimates on how long it would last in real-world
usage, from 5 minutes to a year. The eight-way power-adjustable driver's seat was quite
comfortable, with a solid range of adjustments. The steering wheel can be manually adjusted for
tilt and rake, and it has cruise and stereo controls. Ergonomically, our only complaint from the
driver's perspective is the hand brake. Although nicely integrated into the interior layout, it has
an odd release-button position that led to some forearm pain after repeated operation. On the
other hand, you open the power soft top by holding down a single button. All it takes is 20
seconds up and 25 seconds down, and it puts on a good show doing it. Even better, if we kept
the button depressed, the windows matched the position of the top, making it easy to roll into
summer mode. While the Saab 2. If one of the front seats is all the way back, there is literally not
an inch of legroom behind it. Even with a driver of less-than-average height, there still isn't
enough legroom for an adult. The hard-plastic seat backs used for the front seats also don't
provide any give, although they are dished slightly in an attempt at giving more legroom. The
navigation system requires destination input via the knob on the lower right, which is not easy
to use. By far, our biggest complaint is that it doesn't want to display street names on the map,
no matter what level of zoom--although it showed a few names if we scrolled the map so that it
wasn't centered on the car. Inputting a destination wasn't fun either. Instead, we had to select
each letter and number using a rotating dial, which was especially frustrating, as there is a
keypad sitting right next to the navigation system. Points of interest include only places such as
museums, gas stations, and Saab dealers--if we wanted to go to Costco, Home Depot, or a
bookstore, we were out of luck. The keypad, which so taunted us while we attempted to enter
navigation destinations, didn't do anything at all in our test car. It seems to be a legacy from
European models, which have a factory Bluetooth option. American models don't get the
Bluetooth option, just a useless keypad. The stereo is another story. Our test car came with a
watt, speaker stereo and an in-dash six-CD changer, both of which are part of the Premium
Option Package. The sound quality is excellent, and we were more than happy with the bass--it
was strong enough at low volume and remained clean well above normal listening levels.
Changing between the CD player, the radio, and the auxiliary device was a bit confusing at first
but was easy once we got the hang of it. One thing we liked on the radio was the ability, with a
single touch of a button, to temporarily assign the strongest six signals in the area to
presets--very nice when traveling long distances. The lack of MP3 CD support on the six-disc
in-dash changer was the biggest flaw on an otherwise fine system. Although it didn't have true
iPod integration, there is an auxiliary jack located in the console. On the freeway, the engine is
quite peppy, with more than enough power to get up to speed on an on-ramp or accelerate
quickly when needed. Impressed by the freeway performance, we were nearly caught out badly
when pulling out of a side street into traffic. The acceleration up to about 15mph is abysmal,
since there is almost no power until the engine exceeds 2,rpm. We tried accelerating with the
optional Sentronic automatic transmission in both drive and with first gear manually selected,
and there was no difference in performance. Unlike most automatic transmissions with a
manual mode, this one does not automatically upshift when it redlines. Performance drivers
may also not like the push for upshift pull for downshift layout. Although it's fun to watch the
turbo gauge, the car might deliver all-around better performance with a six-cylinder engine. The
handling seemed fairly decent if not pushed too hard, although some of our staff noticed a bit of
understeer, which is to be expected in a front-wheel-drive car originating from snowy climes. On
the freeway, the car behaved well, while ride comfort on rough pavement was also good. On
heavy acceleration, the front-wheel-drive pulled gently to the right as it exhibited a small
amount of torque steer--not nearly as bad as a Nissan Maxima. On wet roads, the Saab felt very
stable and secure, and we're sure it'd feel the same in the snow. Fuel economy was a bit
disappointing. During our test, where we spent a majority of the time on highways, we observed
Although that number falls well within the EPA-tested 19mpg in the city and 27mpg on the
highway, the six-cylinder Ford Fusion gets EPA numbers of 21mpg city and 29mpg highway ,
which
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suggests the Saab might perform better with a nonturbocharged six-cylinder engine. Like most
Saabs, the Saab 2. Electronic systems include traction control and a stability program, both of
which can be turned off if desired. Antilock brakes with electronic brake-force distribution
assist in stopping. The car has daytime running lights which we couldn't turn off and a rear fog
light to reduce the risk of other drivers not seeing the car in poor light or fog. Should an
accident occur, the car has front and rear crumple zones, as well as seat-belt pretensioners and
load limiters. For small children, there are child-seat top-tether anchors in the rear. Rollover
protection for this convertible is enhanced by the heavily reinforced windscreen frame and the
active pop-up bars hidden immediately behind the rear head restraints. Pricing Unavailable. Get
Price. Cabin tech 6. Performance tech 5. Design 7. Discuss: Saab 2. Roadshow Saab Saab 2.
Best Cars See all Chrysler Pacifica. Discuss Saab 2.

